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ABSTRACT
Texts from scene images typically consist of several
characters and exhibit a characteristic sequence structure.
Existing methods capture the structure with the sequence-to-
sequence models by an encoder to have the visual representa-
tions and then a decoder to translate the features into the label
sequence. In this paper, we study text recognition framework
by considering the long-term temporal dependencies in the
encoder stage. We demonstrate that the proposed Temporal
Convolutional Encoder with increased sequential extents im-
proves the accuracy of text recognition. We also study the
impact of different attention modules in convolutional blocks
for learning accurate text representations. We conduct com-
parisons on seven datasets and the experiments demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposed approach.
Index Terms— Scene text recognition, temporal convo-
lutions, sequence model.
1. INTRODUCTION
Scene text recognition is an essential task in computer vision
research. The texts contain rich semantic information and are
important to understand the scene images. The text recogni-
tion task has various applications such as image-based file re-
trieval, product recognition, search the vast information, and
intelligent inspection.
Although text recognition has been studied for a few
years and many approaches with promising results are pro-
posed, recognizing text from scene images is still a chal-
lenging research problem. Recently, the deep learning based
approaches treat text recognition as a sequence labeling prob-
lem, by designing an encoder to have the visual represen-
tations and then a decoder to translate the features into the
label sequence. The construction of a good encoder to rep-
resent text is of fundamental importance in building a robust
text recognition system. Many of previous work rely on a
combination of a convolutional neural network (CNN) and
a recurrent neural network (RNN) and return the representa-
tions for text sequences (e.g., in [1]).
In contrast to previous works that use RNN for sequential
modeling, our framework employs the convolutional layers
to capture the sequential dependencies. In this paper, we pro-
pose a new text representation called Temporal Convolutional
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Fig. 1. The network architecture.
Encoder (TCE), which is built upon the attention-based fea-
ture extractor and temporal convolutions. The utilization of
long-term temporal dependencies makes TCE more discrimi-
native than the existing works and the convolutional based de-
sign ensures the efficiency with the parallel operations. Since
the accuracy of text recognition deeply depends on the ab-
stract textual features, we also improve the CNN-based fea-
ture extractor through a novel attention mechanism.
To summarize, the highlights of this paper are:
• A novel Temporal Convolutional Encoder in the text
recognition model by operating on the temporal resolu-
tion of the text sequences;
• Strategies for the refinement of attention mechanisms
with the channel and spatial context to improve the per-
formance of scene text recognition;
• Extensive evaluation on seven scene text datasets with
very competitive results of the proposed encoder.
1.1. Related Work
Numerous efforts have been devoted to the design of effective
text representations. [2, 3] surveyed the recent advances in
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scene text recognition approaches. In this section, we mainly
discuss literature on deep learning based approaches, which
are more related to this work.
Shi et al. [1] proposed an end-to-end model that cap-
tures sequence feature representation by combining CNN
and RNN and then CTC loss [4] was used with the neural
network outputs for calculating the conditional probability
between the predicted and the target sequences. The CTC
loss was also used in [5, 6] with Gated RCNN (GRCNN) and
maxout CNN. As sequence-to-sequence model, most of the
recognition models consist of an encoder and a decoder. The
attention mechanism is incorporated into the decoder. For
example, Lee et al. [7] proposed to use an attention-based
decoder for text-output prediction, while Cheng et al. [8]
presented the Focusing Attention Network (FAN) to tackle
attention drift problem in order to improve the performance
of regular text recognition. Besides, some previous work
also exploited to handle the irregular scene text images at the
beginning of the encoder. Cheng et al. [9] developed arbi-
trary orientation network (AON) to extract features from the
irregular image, and [10, 11, 12] aimed to correct image with
different rectification approaches.
In this paper, the proposed approach is also towards the
design of the encoder. However, instead of using a sophisti-
cated rectifier, we adopt a spatial transformation network [13]
to correct the image. Our focus is to construct an efficient
contextual representation of the text sequences with CNNs.
Probably the most related work to ours is [14], where a fully
convolutional network was trained as the encoder. Our ap-
proach is different from [14] in its design since we use a tem-
poral convolutional network after the attention module layers.
Moreover, as will be shown in the experiments, the proposed
temporal convolutional encoder outperforms the FCN based
method in various benchmarks.
2. METHOD
In this section, we will introduce our proposed framework,
which consists of three subsections. We start by introducing
the design of our framework, followed by the details of the
temporal convolution and attention module in our encoder.
2.1. Architecture
We illustrate the overall architecture and networks of our
framework in Fig. 1, which are composed of two parts, i.e.,
the encoder and decoder. The goal of the encoder is to extract
rich and discriminative visual features to represent the text
regions. Classic encoder like [1] employ a two-stage model:
a convolutional neural network to extract the sequential fea-
ture representations from input images, and a recurrent model
built upon the convolutional layers to capture contextual in-
formation. In the first stage, we observe that using attention
mechanisms promotes the representation ability and thus uses
Table 1. Setting of the temporal convolution layers. k, c, and
d indicates the kernel size, channel, and dilation rate respec-
tively. The dropout rate is 0.3 during model training.
layers Configurations
layer1 k:3 c:256 d:1
layer2 k:3 c:256 d:2
layer3 k:3 c:256 d:4
layer4 k:3 c:256 d:8
a feature extractor based on ResNet [15] and attention blocks.
To handle the expensive computation and gradient vanishing
of the recurrent model, we design the encoder with temporal
convolutions to efficiently capture the long-term sequence
dependencies. We will describe these components in detail
in the next subsections. The decoder aims to estimate and
output the text sequences from the extracted features of the
text regions. While we use the attention-based prediction [16]
in this paper, any decoding model will suffice (e.g., CTC [4]).
2.2. Temporal Convolutions
Sequence modeling aims to model the dependencies between
feature sequences and is a key step to recognize text. Instead
of the recurrent neural networks, we use temporal convolu-
tions to establish the relationship between feature sequences
in this work. Let S = {S1, S2..., SN} be the sequential
representations generated by the extractor. To incorporate
the causal relationship between the historical information, the
causal convolution with one-dimension convolutional kernel
K is applied at the t-th element of features,
S′t =
n−1∑
i=0
Ki · St−i (1)
where n is the size of K. The length of modeling of fea-
ture sequences by the ordinary causal convolution is limited
by kernel size. Capturing long-term dependencies requires
more network layers or larger kernel size. However, directly
increasing these values results in high computational cost.
In this paper, we use dilated convolution to increase tem-
poral extents. The definition of dilated operation is as follows,
S′t =
n−1∑
i=0
Ki · St−d×i (2)
Where d is the expansion parameter of the dilated convolu-
tion. The dilated convolution allows for interval sampling of
the input, such that the size of the receptive field grows ex-
ponentially with the number of layers. Overall, a temporal
convolutional network with dilation can obtain a large recep-
tive field with fewer layers. A diagram of our network design
is shown in the middle part of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of attention mechanism.
Although the dilated convolution can reduce the number
of layers of the network, it still requires several network lay-
ers to obtain a complete receptive field. Meanwhile, when the
channel feature information is passed between network lay-
ers, the vanishing gradient problems tend to occur. To this
end, we adopt residual connections to convey feature infor-
mation between network layers in sequence modeling. The
network setting of our sequence model based on temporal
convolutions is listed in Table 1.
2.3. Attention-based Feature Extractor
Our baseline feature extractor employs the backbone of
ResNet-18 [15] for its efficiency and representation abil-
ity. Inspired by recent progress such as [17], we explore
variations of attention modules to enhance the discriminant
of convolution layers. Fig. 2 illustrates the configuration of
attention for the convolution layers. We will introduce the
modules as follows.
Channel attention. Suppose we have the feature map F
with size of W × H and c channels after the convolutional
layer. The feature maps are first operated along the spatial di-
mension for channel attention. The average pooling and max
pooling are used to have two one-dimensional vectors, i.e.,
F cmax ∈ R1×1×c and F cavg ∈ R1×1×c. Then the vectors go
through the full connection layer (FC) and we can obtain the
channel-wise attention,
Attnc = sigmod
(
FC
(
F cavg
)
+ FC (F cmax)
)
(3)
With multiplication with the original feature map, the trans-
formed map is computed by Fc = Attnc ⊗ F .
Spatial attention. The channel attention pays more attention
to the relationship between channel features, however, it ig-
nores the spatial information of the features. Thus, we adopt
spatial attention to make up for this deficiency. The max pool-
ing and average pooling along the channel dimension are em-
ployed to have spatial feature maps F smax ∈ RH×W×1 and
F smax ∈ RH×W×1. A 3 × 3 convolution operation followed
the concatenating of the spatial feature maps is designed for
the spatial attention, i.e.,
Attns = sigmod
(
conv
(
concat
(
F savg, F
s
max
)))
(4)
Table 2. Statistics of the datasets. Two types are included:
regular datasets (reg.) contain text images with horizontal text
regions, while irregular datasets (irreg.) also contain distorted
regions such as curved or rotated texts. Size indicates the
testing image size of each dataset.
Dataset Type Size Dataset Type Size
SVT reg. 647 CUTE80 irreg. 288
ICDAR03 reg. 867 SVTP irreg. 645
ICDAR13 reg. 1015 ICDAR15 irreg. 1811
IIIT reg. 3000
Similar with the channel attention, the result of the spatial
attention is calculated as Fs = Attns ⊗ Fc. To avoid the gra-
dient vanishing with the attention modules, we also introduce
the residual structure and the final transformed feature map is
defined as F ′ = F ⊕ Fs.
3. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we will introduce the experimental setup and
evaluate the performance of the proposed network.
3.1. Configuration
Datasets. We evaluate the proposed text recognition network
on seven standard datasets: Street View Text (SVT) [20],
SVT Perspective (SVTP) [21], IIIT [22], CUTE80 [23], IC-
DAR03 [24], ICDAR13 [25], and ICDAR15 [26]. The details
of the datasets are summarized in Table 2. Following [16], our
model is trained with the synthetic images from MJSynth [27]
and SynthText [28] and the combination of training images
from ICDAR13, ICDAR15, IIIT, and SVT are considered as
a validation dataset. Then we can obtain a single network
and apply it to the testing set of the benchmarks. Throughout
the experiments, we do not employ lexicon and the mean
accuracy is used to evaluate the performance.
Baselines. We compare our temporal convolutional en-
coder with several baselines and state-of-the-art approaches.
Among them, the first group contains several well-known
recognition networks, including CRNN [1] and GRCNN [5].
We then compare ours with previous attention aware ap-
proaches such as FAN [8], FCN [14], and Baek et al. [16].
Other state-of-the-art approaches, e.g., ASTER [10], MORAN [11],
and ESIR [12], are also included in the comparison.
Implementation details. Our recognition model is imple-
mented using PyTorch [29]. The spatial transformer network
[13] is used before the encoder to rectify the scene text image.
To train the network, we first resize the training images into
100 × 32 and normalize the pixel values to the range of (-1,
1). The layers of the network are initialized using a Gaussian
Table 3. Comparison with the state-of-the-arts on text recognition benchmarks. Bold text denotes the top result, while under-
lined text corresponds to the second runner-up.
Model Year SVT ICDAR03 ICDAR13 IIIT CUTE80 SVTP ICDAR15
CRNN [1] 2016 82.7 91.9 89.6 81.2 - - -
GRCNN [5] 2017 81.5 91.2 - 80.8 - - -
FAN [8] 2017 85.9 94.2 93.3 87.4 - - 70.6
AON [9] 2018 82.8 91.5 - 87.0 76.8 73 -
EP [18] 2018 87.5 94.6 94.4 88.3 - - 73.9
ASTER [10] 2018 93.4 94.5 91.8 93.4 79.5 78.5 76.1
FCN [14] 2019 82.7 89.2 88.0 81.8 - - 62.3
MORAN [11] 2019 88.3 95.0 92.4 91.2 77.4 76.1 68.8
Baek et al.[16] 2019 87.5 94.4 92.3 87.9 74.0 79.2 77.6
SAR [19] 2019 84.5 - 91.0 91.5 83.3 76.4 69.2
ESIR [12] 2019 90.2 - 91.3 93.3 83.3 79.6 76.9
TCE [ours] 89.0 95.4 93.8 88.6 72.9 81.9 79.9
Dataset LSTM TC
ICDAR03 94.6 95.4
ICDAR13 93.1 93.8
ICDAR15 78.1 79.9
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Experiment results (a) and training losses at differ-
ent iterations on the synthetic dataset (b) with encoder us-
ing LSTM (blue curve) and temporal convolutions (TC, red
curve).
distribution and the AdaDelta optimizer is used with the de-
cay rate of 0.95. The training process reaches convergence
after 250k iterations.
3.2. Results and Discussion
Comparison with the state-of-the-arts. Table 3 summarizes
the recognition accuracies of all the benchmarks. We can see
that temporal convolutional encoder outperforms all the previ-
ous methods in ICDAR03, SVTP, and ICDAR15, and is com-
parable with the state-of-the-arts for the rest datasets. It worth
mentioning that our proposed framework can achieve better
performance comparing with the FCN-based method [14] in
the benchmarks. We notice that the rectification approaches
[10, 12] also achieve good performance in all the benchmarks.
As these methods and ours focus on different stages of a text
recognition system, we believe that Temporal Convolutional
Encoder is complementary to the rectification approaches and
we would like to examine it in the future.
Ablation study. Here we evaluate the parameters for con-
structing the encoder and report results on the ICDAR
datasets. We first compare the sequence modeling ap-
proaches. In Fig. 3(a), it clearly shows that using temporal
Table 4. The accuracy of using different attention module.
Baseline setting is with a ResNet-18 in the feature extraction
stage. CA and SA are the channel attention and spatial atten-
tion, respectively.
Setting ICDAR03 ICDAR13 ICDAR15
Baseline 94.1 91.7 76.4
CA 95.3 92.9 78.0
SA 95.0 92.8 79.2
CA+SA 95.4 93.8 79.9
convolutions can improve text recognition performance over
the Bidirectional LSTM which is popular in the encoder part
of previous work (e.g., in [10, 16]). We also observe that the
proposed approach converges faster than the LSTM-based
encoder network (see Fig. 3(b)).
we also explore the influence of different choices of atten-
tion module in the encoder. As mentioned earlier, the chan-
nel attention or spatial attention may be added by directly
putting them after a convolutional layer. In Table 4, we re-
port the detailed results and find that adding attention boosts
the accuracy. Moreover, using both channel and spatial atten-
tion modalities leads to performance gains for all of ICDAR
datasets.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced a framework based on the Tem-
poral Convolutional Encoder for scene text recognition. Text
sequences were modeled with dilated convolutions to in-
crease the temporal receptive field, resulting in a more effi-
cient model. Channel and spatial attention mechanisms were
also explored to refine the feature extractor. Experimental
comparisons with the state-of-the-art approaches on seven
standard datasets showed the effectiveness and efficiency of
our proposed encoder for the text recognition task.
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